SOLUTION BRIEF

Key Features
Master Data Management
Master and de-identify patient data,
dedupe payers in claims and prescription
data, define decision makers in HCOs, and
generate reliable HCP data.
Simplified Data Path and DQM
Pre-defined data onboarding workflows
accelerate data ingestion, cleansing,
transformation and QC.

Commercial Analytics
Solutions for Life Sciences
AI-Enabled Technology Platform from Saama
Increases Patient Access and Expands Patient
Therapeutic Options By Accelerating the Data
to Actionable Insights Journey

Highly Secure Trusted Cloud Platform

Evolving Industry Landscape

Highly secure cloud infrastructure

The competitive landscape for pharma manufacturers is rapidly changing.

that protects sensitive data and a fully

With added competition, ongoing pricing pressures, access restrictions, and

compliant data platform (HIPAA, GxP,

increasing industry consolidation, pharmaceutical companies are forced to re-

ISO27001, SOC2).

evaluate their drug launch, sales, access, and marketing strategies.

Business Rules Engine

In an era of patent cliffs, shrinking pipeline, and a dynamic competitive

A configurable engine, with a repository

environment, pharmaceutical company executives are confronted with some

of pre-defined rules for data aggregation

tough questions.

and KPIs, enables business and IT users
to easily filter through data to get to
actionable insights.
Rapid Reporting Marts
Pre-aggregated unified data layers and
metrics provide a quick start for easy
reporting and visual analytics.
Analytics Dashboards & Reports
Suite of embedded analytics applications
providing actionable Insights and
customized data story for various business
functions and user personas.

To succeed in today’s complex environment, pharma companies require
intelligence that goes beyond traditional data sets and solutions that outperform
conventional techniques.
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Pharma commercial organizations need to transform at a rapid
scale across the industry. Highly scalable, modern data platforms
with machine learning and AI capabilities will drive the advent of
deeper and more powerful real-world evidence (RWE) strategies
for growth and competitive success. Marketing, sales, market
access, and launch operations teams are challenged to unleash
the power of real-world data, such as claims and patient data, to
build deep, game-changing insight with applicability across the

Why Saama?
Saama has been on the forefront of data innovation for the last
two decades and continues to offer cutting-edge data analytics
solutions powered with big data, cloud, and AI/ML aptitudes for
its customers in Life Sciences. Saama is committed to giving our
life science partners the power to see around corners, while
making confident business decisions for better clinical trial

organization.

outcomes and commercial excellence.

Saama Life Science Analytics Cloud
(LSAC) Solutions

Customer Success Story

Saama is committed to help companies embark on a new

develop, and deliver life-changing therapies to people living

frontier of analytics. Powered by Saama’s LSAC product family,
our domain aware solutions help you realize your product’s

A Fortune 500 biopharma company, whose mission is to identify,
with rare diseases, was seeking a strategic partner to build a
commercial analytics platform that could quickly scale to meet

value and drive clinical research, drug development, and

current and future business needs.

commercial success. LSAC drives Saama’s game-changing vision

Preparing to launch their next breakthrough drug, executives

to enhance the pharmaceutical industry through the use of

at the company required a centralized, structured, and scalable

advanced data technologies and solutions like study planning

analytics platform to execute on their brand sales and marketing

and operations insights, clinical insights, risk based monitoring,

strategies.

and commercial insights.

Working with Saama and Snowflake, they were able to derive

As a part of our Saama LSAC product family, the Analytics for

new insights across disparate data sources, analyze and

Commercial Excellence (ACE) suite of solutions has pioneered

interpret data efficiently to identify patients and understand

a new, AI-enabled approach for managing, modernizing,

patient movements, and gain insights into Health Care

and transforming global pharma commercial business and

Professionals (HCPs) for targeting and segmentation.

technology operations. Optimized data orchestration, machinelearning models, actionable insights, and game-changing
applications ensure commercial success from pre-launch
through market maturity.

Saama deployed its ACE solution using Snowflake as its
technology partner. Information was sourced from 12+
upstream systems and data vendors across business functions.
Data is now aggregated and integrated in real-time, and available

Snowflake and Saama have developed an easily deployable,

to business teams via dashboards and analytics apps built using

packaged framework solution that solves data orchestration,

Saama’s ACE application framework.

governance, reporting, and analytics challenges at a fundamental
level with a combination of advisory and technical components.

Saama’s Analytics for Commercial Excellence (ACE) Platform

Saama’s Commercial Data
Hub integrates data from
disparate sources. It is
interoperable with all key
commercial platforms and
data vendors, giving
clients a unified view of
their data that’s updated in
near real time.
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Business Impact with ACE
Saama’s pre-built end-to-end data ingestion, management, and

 Value based-lessen multiple vendors

analytics engine speeds up the process to acquire and integrate

 Business friendly user interface, IT friendly integration,

various different types of datasets into industry standard
domain specific data models.
 Rapidly deployed scalable platform within 8-10 weeks,
allowing your team to get up and running on commercial
plans

allowing improved enabled across field teams
Providing access to the right information at the right time to the
right teams is critical for the success of your business. Saama’s
extensive framework for governing user roles, permissions,
processes, and technologies enables faster, easier, and

 60% less spend as compared to traditional structures…

appropriate access to data across different business functions.

 Accelerate Operational Excellence, insuring successful

Adopting a cloud-based analytics platform, built specifically

commercial strategy execution goals
 Accelerating Market Access… reaching the right patient, with
improved therapeutic options

for the pharmaceutical domain, provides huge cost benefits
by reducing expenses related to technology infrastructure
(compute, storage, networking, and security), implementation,
operations, maintenance, and upgrades.
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 Saama breaks down silos by connecting to any commercial
data systems
 Saama is vendor agnostic and can integrate and synthesize
data from all the common commercial systems used by
biopharma
 By aggregating data from all disparate data systems, clients
gain a unified view of their data that is updated in real time

Get Started Today
A trusted partner at the forefront of life sciences
data innovation, Saama is committed to giving you
the power to make confident business decisions
for better results–for you and the patients who
need your treatments. To put the power of ACE to
work for your launch, sales, and marketing teams,
contact your Saama Client Success representative
at ace@saama.com.

About Saama Technologies, Inc.
Saama is the #1 AI clinical and commercial analytics platform company, enabling the life sciences industry to conduct faster and safer clinical
development and regulatory programs. Today, more than 70 biotech companies—including many of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies—
use Saama’s award-winning Life Science Analytics Cloud (LSAC) platform to accelerate more than 1,500 studies. LSAC’s rich applications facilitate
unprecedented and authoritative oversight of comprehensive clinical research and commercial data, enabling companies to file New Drug Applications
(NDAs) more efficiently, bring drugs to patients faster, and ensure success in the marketplace. Discover more at www.saama.com and follow
@SaamaTechInc on Twitter.
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